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Foreword
The importance of global data standards for  
supply chains

Business is easier, when you speak the same  
language as your customers, suppliers and partners.

We all do things our own way. But although these differences help define  
an organisation’s identity, they can cause problems when we work together.  
We have all experienced the frustration (and cost) of buying a new device  
only to find our old power supply or adapters are not compatible! How hard  
would the world be if, say, steps were different heights or light switches were  
not located where you might expect them when stumbling in the dark!  
The same applies to global supply chains.

Standards for supply chains make traceability possible and involve much more 
than globally unique product identification and barcodes. They provide a common 
language through which your organisation can engage in markets irrespective 
of country, language, belief systems, or technological maturity. Moreover, they 
provide a pathway towards more sustainable and responsible global production 
and consumption systems. If we cannot easily and accurately identify and 
measure things, then how can they be managed effectively now and by our 
children into the future!

Standards reflect how people work and live and the business processes that 
industries develop (through mutual understanding and consensus) to operate 
effectively and efficiently. Standards like GS1 are not technologies or solutions. 
They enable solutions through the sharing of data and system interoperability. 
Global data standards give business (and their solution providers) and society  
the ability to evolve and adapt over time. 

We hope you find this report helpful.

GS1 Australia

No matter what business you are in or how big or small your 
enterprise is, identifying, capturing, and sharing operational 
information is vital for success – however you measure it! 
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Executive summary
Enhanced traceability of food products from production to 
consumption is increasingly important for industry and government. 

Very few companies have developed formal business cases or applied financial 
or economic analysis to support investment decision making about supply chain 
traceability options. This study investigates business drivers for traceability capability 
through surveys and interviews with 20 Western Australian food processors.  
It reveals interesting patterns and trends.

Case studies of five organisations reveal different business motivations and use cases, 
highlighting implementation experiences and lessons learned. These stories are  
related to a general ‘traceability learning journey’ and the diversity of interests and 
needs of organisations of varying maturity levels, scale, and type.

The report describes challenges businesses face at different stages of growth  
to illustrate this journey and discovery process. With some help from our friends, 
‘Emma and Olivia’ and their biscuit business, common issues are revealed, and insights 
are shared, drawing on lessons and advice from survey participants. 

The investigation team from GS1 Australia and the Global Food Traceability Centre  
wish to acknowledge the generous support of participating firms whose experience 
and shared knowledge is provided here for the benefit of readers. 

Traceability of processed food and beverage, fresh produce, medicines and vaccines 
have been in the national spotlight. Public health and other issues relating to food-borne 
illness, contamination, counterfeiting and misrepresentation of Australian export products, 
including wine and red meat, has attracted significant public and media attention.

Governments have moved to investigate and strengthen supply chains focusing on 
transparency, system integrity and resilience. Simplified Trade System is also in national 
focus to help streamline regulation, enhance industry competitiveness and ensure  
access to growing international markets. These programs include experiments and  
pilots of new technology and solutions to improve business understanding of global  
data standards and digital traceability systems.

Notwithstanding significant investment of public funds in traceability 
technology and solutions, there are considerable knowledge gaps.  
Notably, there is a lack of information about the financial and  
economic benefits of enhanced supply chain traceability. 
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Introduction
About this Study
This study was commissioned by the Western Australian Department of Primary 
Industries and Regional Development (DPIRD) to better understand the business 
benefits and costs of enhanced supply chain traceability for Western Australian (WA) 
food producers.

The study was undertaken by GS1 Australia between April and June 2021 with 
technical support and input from the Global Food Traceability Center at the Institute 
for Food Technologists (IFT) in Chicago, USA. IFT-GFTC provided the team with 
international insight and related experience undertaking traceability Return on 
Investment (ROI) analysis.

Why the focus on traceability returns? 
What problem does this report address, and why investigate traceability benefits 
and costs? The answer is quite simple. Very little objective information is available 
to support the financial and economic benefit of enhanced traceability — especially 
for provenance (proof of origin) claims. Compelling arguments for government and 
industry investment in new systems and solutions have been promoted widely  
without rigorous and non-theoretical analysis of business benefit. This lack of  
qualified information constitutes a market failure.

An international literature review in 2019 indicates that most traceability studies  
have focused on technical aspects rather than on economic outcomes. The  
reviewer noted

“to the best of our knowledge, there is no empirical costs and benefits 
assessment or business value research that has been undertaken to 
evaluate profitability or performance of traceability practices”.

What do we mean by traceability?
Traceability requires a little explanation. It is a much used and often misunderstood 
concept. It is important to provide a clear definition of what traceability means and 
how the word is used in the context of this analysis of Western Australian food and 
beverage manufacturing businesses.

Traceability is not a process. It is an outcome. An outcome like 
‘quality’ or ‘safety’. It is not a verb. Traceability is not something you 
do; rather, it is a system capability that is developed by taking actions 
that improve the way a business supply chain works. 

Traceability is the capability to track and trace a product within an organisation  
and between businesses that make up a supply chain.

INSIGHT #1

Traceability is first 
about people and 
business process 
change – not 
technology 
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Figure 1. Internal vs. External Traceability – an important distinction

Traceability processes  
and business objectives 
Traceability is an end-to-end process which can be 
considered in terms of process directions. There are two 
directions of track and trace:

1) Tracking
Tracking is the capability to locate a 
product based on specific criteria at  
any point in the supply chain. This is  
a critical feature of any traceability 
system because companies must be  
able to identify and locate their products 
in order to withdraw or recall them  
when necessary (one step forward  
legal principle). 

2) Tracing
Tracing is the capability to identify the 
origin and characteristics of a product 
based on criteria determined at each 
point of the supply chain. This too is a 
critical feature of a traceability system 
because companies must also be able  
to determine the identity and source  
of products received in an accurate  
and fast manner when necessary  
(one step backward legal principle).

Internal vs. external traceability is a critical system characteristic
As shown in the illustration below, businesses may focus on tracking and tracing 
product within an organisation or between businesses in a supply chain. These 
businesses have internal traceability only. Internal traceability is typically achieved  
using a proprietary numbering or coding system. While internal codes may be unique 
inside an organisation, they are unlikely to make sense to people outside the business.

Businesses seeking external traceability must share product identification information 
with one another. In an end-to-end supply chain across borders, this requires 
unambiguous and unique product identification as defined by global data standards.

Traceability across the Supply Chain

External 
Traceability

Internal 
Traceability

FARMER PROCESSOR WAREHOUSE

Internal 
Traceability

Internal 
Traceability

External 
Traceability

External 
Traceability

External 
Traceability

INSIGHT #2

There is confusion 
and limited 
understanding of 
what traceability 
means 
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Food safety issues 
Food manufacturers are 

subject to strict food safety 
requirements. Incidents of food 

born illness and public safety 
risks drives the demand for 

higher food safety certification. 
Food industry businesses 

along the supply chain may 
achieve a higher level of safety 
through the implementation of 

traceability systems.

Product recall and 
reverse logistics  
The capacity to effectively  
and rapidly achieve recall in 
the food industry is linked to 
food safety and regulatory 
compliance. This is the reason 
that the process of recalling or 
withdrawing products – known 
as reverse logistics – must 
be carried out efficiently and 
the origin and destination of 
product units must be known.

Regulatory compliance 
Regulatory agencies and 

governments demand higher 
level of food safety for the food 

industry. FSANZ Food Safety 
Standard 3.2.2 requires that 
all food and food ingredients 
should be traceable and that 

proper recall procedures 
should be in place for food that 

might present a serious risk  
to consumer health.

Market access and 
consumer demand for 

transparency 
Today’s consumers are more 

informed than in the past 
and are aware of product 

characteristics such as 
production process and 
provenance. Increasing 

demand for food safety and 
transparency from consumers 
driven in part the development 

of better traceability systems. 

Supply chain efficiency  
The highly dynamic and 

changing field of supply chain 
management has pushed 
business partners to think 

differently about their business 
relations with suppliers and 

customers. Supply chain 
management focuses on the 

importance of minimising costs 
of at least two business partners 

(or the whole supply chain) 
rather than minimising the costs 

of each partner separately. 

Product differentiation 
via certification of 
specific attributes 
Food companies currently 
place a heavy emphasis on 
targeting specific market 
segments. This marketing effort 
is often achieved by promoting 
distinctive characteristics 
of a product to a group of 
consumers sharing a common 
profile. The only way to verify 
the existence of these attributes 
is through record keeping and 
associated software systems. 

Why food businesses 
invest in enhanced 

traceability

Traceability is becoming a common 
and increasingly important capability.

Adoption of traceability systems  
is being influenced by several  

driving factors.

OBJECTIVES
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Survey insights — industry adoption 
of supply chain traceability 
In preparation for the WA business interviews, questions were asked of  
WA food and beverage producers to understand what measures were 
already in place to enable supply chain traceability.  

Existing systems to support enhanced product traceability
Almost all firms (all but one) use numbering systems for internal traceability produce with 20% using 
globally unique numbers that may assist with traceability of produce through industry supply chains.

Half of the firms surveyed claimed to have product recall capabilities.

Of the 20 firms providing survey feedback, eight indicated they  
had implemented traceability improvement projects in the previous  
five years. Eight firms said they were considering initiatives,  
and the remaining four firms had other priorities.

Table 2. Traceability capabilities of surveyed firms varied widely.

Total Respondents: 20

90%
We use our own 

internal numbering 
system to track 

product through  
our business

0%
We exchange data 

with our supply chain 
partners or integrate 

(push or pull)  
information to  
their systems

50%
We have implemented 

product recall and 
notification systems

25%
We use QR codes or  
other data carriers to 

share product information 
with customers  

and partners

5%
We have invested in 

counterfeit detection 
systems to assist manage 

risk and provide  
brand protection

25%
We print in-line serial 

numbers on our 
products at batch  

or individual  
item level

20%
We use globally 

unique numbering 
systems to track 

products through  
the supply chain

30%
We share product 

data with our supply 
chain partners using 

spreadsheets and  
national product  

registries

5%
We use RFID or NFC 
systems to enable 

rapid inventory  
counts

15%
We have developed 

systems to automatically 
capture data about 

our product location, 
movement, condition  

or handling
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Existing capabilities vs. traceability project priorities 
It is interesting to compare traceability capabilities for firms that have claimed  
to have implemented traceability projects vs. those that are considering but not  
yet committed to traceability initiatives.

Firms claiming not to have implemented supply chain improvement initiatives 
for enhanced traceability already have many of the capabilities of firms that had 
implemented traceability initiatives.

This would suggest some confusion or lack of understanding about what a traceability 
capability involves or means i.e., people believing implementing QR codes or RFID 
constitutes enhanced traceability, whereas having unique numbering or recall 
capability does not.

Yes, we have enhanced traceability Not yet, but it’s being considered

80%

100%

60%

40%

20%

0%

Figure 2. Traceability capabilities comparison.

We use our own internal numbering system to track product through our business

We use globally unique numbering systems to track products through the supply chain

We exchange data with our supply chain partners or integrate (push or pull) information to their systems

We share product data with our supply chain partners using spreadsheets and national product registries

We have implemented product recall and notification systems

We print in-line serial numbers on our products at batch or individual item level

We use RFID or NFC systems to enable rapid inventory counts

We use QR codes or other data carriers to share product information with customers and partners

We have developed systems to automatically capture data about our product location, movement, condition or handling

We have invested in counterfeit detection systems to assist manage risk and provide brand protection

INSIGHT #3

Many businesses 
have traceability 
building 
blocks without 
recognising them 
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Understanding business objectives 
Businesses were asked what specific objectives they had, in the case of firms 
claiming to have implemented initiatives or were thinking about by firms considering 
traceability investments.

Firms that had implemented projects

Firms that were  considering traceability  projects

Improve  
product safety

Improve  
product safety

Expanded  
market access

Expanded  
market access

Internal  
efficiency

Internal  
efficiency

Brand protection  
e.g. counterfeiting

Brand protection  
e.g. counterfeiting

Marketing and  
consumer engagement

Marketing and  
consumer engagement

Regulatory 
compliance

Regulatory 
compliance

Sustainability and 
ethical sourcing

Sustainability and 
ethical sourcing

Other  
(please specify)

Other  
(please specify)

Figure 3. Understanding business objectives.

0%

0%

10%

10%

20%

20%

30%

30%

40%

40%

50%

50%

60%

60%

70%

70%

80%

80%

90%

90%

100%

100%

INSIGHT #4

Traceability 
means different 
things to different 
people 
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Challenges for firms considering traceability initiatives
While the sample size is very small, it is interesting to note that understanding costs 
and finding solution offerings relevant to the business were the two issues of greatest 
significance to firms considering investments.

Improved safety, regulatory compliance and internal efficiency are 
clear priorities for firms that claim to have implemented traceability 
initiatives. Internal efficiency is the dominant objective followed by 
improved safety, with other priorities of equal importance.

Table 3. Challenges for firms considering traceability initiatives.

Total Respondents: 6

33%
Defining and 

estimating the benefits 
for the business

33%
Other (please specify)

33%
Accessing objective 

information about 
traceability solution 

capability

50%
Understanding the 
likely cost impacts

33%
Managing internal 

processes to  
support change

50%
Finding solution  

offerings that may  
be relevant to  
our business
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Expenditure — Cost Impacts

Figure 4. Benefits and costs of increased traceability.

Benefits and costs reported by firms implementing traceability initiatives 
Businesses were asked about the order of magnitude and timing of benefits and costs associated  
with traceability projects. 

As shown in figure 4 below, the leading benefit of traceability experienced was new market access,  
while staff training was the most universally experienced cost.

Revenue impacts

New market access

Material and  
ingredients cost

Total sales volume

Packaging and  
labeling expenses

Unit sales price

Inventory and  
stock levels

Legal expenses  
or provisions

Insurance  
premiums

Traceability  
equipment

Traceability  
software

Information systems 
development and support

Staff training and  
change management

New types of revenue

New hires  
or advisors 

0%

0%

10%

10%

20%

20%

30%

30%

40%

40%

50%

50%

60%

60%

70%

70%

80%

80%

90%

90%

100%

100%

I M P A C T

I M P A C T

Increase

Increase

No Impact

No Impact

Decrease

Decrease
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Have the benefits outweighed the cost?
More than 75% of respondents claimed benefits have outweighed  
cost – even when benefits and costs have not been measured.  
Of those firms that had implemented traceability projects, less  
than 15% claimed the benefits had not outweighed the cost –  
while 70% claimed the overall impact was difficult to measure.

Lessons learned and advice to others implementing 
traceability improvement projects
Firms that had implemented traceability initiatives were asked about key learnings 
as well as advice they would offer others in industry considering similar activities. 
Some of the responses (not verbatim) are summarised below.

Experience of respondents provides lessons and advice for others considering 
traceability initiatives in the food industry.

Table 4. Lessons and advice to others in industry.

Figure 5. Measuring traceability benefits and impacts.

No, not at 
this stage

Yes however the 
overall impact is 
difficult to measure

Yes and we have 
been able to 
measure the impact

Lessons Learned 

• Traceability is required by customers

•  Importance of involving all staff  
from the beginning of the activity

•  Need to align traceability with  
marketing activities

• Importance of keeping things simple 

•  Difficulty achieving full traceability  
using a range of products 

•  Systems are not static and able  
to be customisable

Advice to others in industry

• Start with a basic system

•  Find stakeholders that ‘get’ 
your industry, understand what 
information you want to be  
able collect

•  Make sure all labelling and testing  
done and approved before  
shipping anything

•  It isn’t cheap but is the future  
of our industry
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Traceability journey
While every business is different, the challenges  
that they face at different stages of growth  
are remarkably similar.

Typical needs (expressed as questions) for smaller or early-stage  
businesses focused on producing include:

• What do I need to do to comply with local business requirements?  
What labelling, or product disclosure requirements are relevant  
and what records do I need to keep?

• How can I make it easy to sell and track sales — to manage finances  
and better understand and respond to customer demand?

• How can I improve my ordering and stock control to make sure I have  
the right ingredients when I need them and, don’t hold unnecessary  
inventories that could spoil.

Over time as business processes mature to support more complex  
customer needs: 

• How can I reduce the amount of administration and manual work  
sharing product and price information with my supply chain partners?

• How can I build brand trust and confidence with customers?

• How can I reduce the risk and damage to the business dues to a  
quality or safety incident or other events outside of my control?

• How can I ensure my product is being properly managed through  
the supply chain and presented to end users in the way I would  
like and expect?

Improved internal and external product traceability is part of  
the answer to almost all of these questions however not everyone 
understands the linkages between say, product identification and 
effective stock management. This is often because of the separation  
of responsibilities and different roles people play within organisations.

INSIGHT #5

Step-changes 
are apparent 
— expanding 
to national and 
export markets 
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Perspectives drawn from a number of different WA business case studies makes clear 
the value of having information (traceability or otherwise) in order to survive and grow. 
Put simply, the principal ‘if you can measure it then you can manage it’ captures the  
essence of the argument.

Notable stages include:

• Moving from a few to many customers and or broadening the range of  
product offerings — where product information management becomes 
challenging and time consuming with manual systems and many hours  
working on spreadsheets.

• Gaining accreditation to schemes and being subjected to audits for process 
compliance and conformity – for health and safety, quality assurance organic 
certification or other reasons.

• Engaging with larger distributors or national product retailers – that typically 
require things to be done ‘their way’ as a condition of supply.

• Establishing and demonstrating product recall capability. 

• Entering export markets requiring compliance with new regulatory systems  
and rules regarding product labelling and trading.

• Participating in online marketplaces – requiring compliance with eCommerce 
conditions.

• Addressing social responsibilities attributed to operational impacts and 
maintaining a social licence to operate.

While business managers may not have been able to quantify business 
benefit on profit and loss budget statements, they feel compelled to 
improve processes to make operational data and outcomes more 
visible — perhaps improving product and materials traceability  
as a bi-product.
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Early stage — formation

Maturing — getting serious 

Some of the common issues

Registering a business (as opposed to being an individual) as it creates 
a new and separate entity that is legally responsible

Applying globally unique product (and perhaps place/location/entity) 
identifiers that allow others in the supply chain to communicate (order, 
buy, sell, count or report etc) using a common language (in any market 
irrespective of language spoken) — enabling external (between business 
traceability) — for regulatory compliance and recall etc.

Making it easy for customers and supply chain partners to purchase — 
avoiding having to put price stickers on individual items

Putting simple and fast machine-readable labels (or RFID tags) on products 
to enable more rapid data capture and sharing — for stock control, counting 
and other purposes

Embedding data inside labels (smart labels) to enable data carriage (in an 
common syntax/format) to enable share/read access without reliance on 
computer networks (in complex environments and with no or low network 
coverage e.g. on a boat)

Identifying products (that are produced and purchased) — giving them 
names and perhaps codes that make sense (and enable business operators 
to organise and track things internally) — but probably have no meaning to 
others in the supply chain

01

03

02

04

05

06

INSIGHT #6

Needs of 
businesses 
evolve over time 
and common 
questions are 
asked 
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Focus on expansion and growth and sustainability 

Recognising common issues of relevance to businesses at different  stages  
of maturity has important implications for government. Mapping issues like the 
above to capacity building resources including  best practices, standards advice, 
process guidelines and  training will likely be beneficial for business at different 
stages of  development – as depicted in the traceability journey map.

Sharing product information through-chain via electronic messaging 
(in a standard format) that can be understood by others without 
manual data entry

Implementing telemetry or tracking systems (IOT) to capture event 
information and/or ensure environmental controls are maintained  
to ensure quality and safety and shelf life 

Linking physical product (via globally unique identifiers) to brand  
own data sources using digital links (to any/unlimited data source)  
— e.g. product manuals in any language

Implementing measures to provide counterfeit protection and 
enable authentication or credentialing of claims (not limited to origin/
provenance) — without relying on third parties

Learning about customer interaction with a product — engagement 
and user feedback/loop cycles  to enhance product design

Enabling improved recovery or reuse of used product containers  
and packaging — recycling and participation in the circular economy

07

08

09

10

11

12



Traceability journey map

Value accumulates
Value accumulates, and  

risk management focuses on  
deliberate initiatives to enhance  

product safety and protect brand  
reputation – product recall  

capabilities are established.

A small family/team business
Few local clients with limited or  

no internal traceability – minimal  
systems for managing stock,  

ordering and local business  
compliance requirements.

Business brand building
Business grows with many clients  
– globally unique product codes are 
used to help streamline client ordering 
(providing external traceability)  
and for improved stock and  
inventory management.

16



Licence to operate 
So large that impact becomes a 

challenge – demonstrating good 
corporate citizenship, including ethical 

and sustainable practices to ensure 
long term viability and maintaining  

a social licence to operate.

Selling to everyone
Omni-channel sales, including 
eCommerce. Building a better 
understanding of customers  
to improve product design and  
providing additional information  
to address the interests and  
values of specific demographics.

Resellers in distant markets 
Product and data exchange with  

multiple systems in many jurisdictions. 
Regulatory compliance challenges  

and a focus on IP protection,  
licensing, brand integrity and 

counterfeit controls.

Business scales
Many business to business 

customers – product as well 
as data distribution becomes 

challenging. Product information 
is published on catalogues and 

syndicated information services 
(as opposed to emailing  

many spreadsheets).

17
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Case study perspectives  
and learnings 
Every business has a different story to tell about their  
supply chain traceability journey. To make the point,  
the Investigation Team conducted a series of interviews  
to unpack experiences and lessons learnt from a range  
of food and beverage businesses.  

Case studies 
Building on pre-interview surveys, the case studies focused, where possible, on 
financial analysis and impacts of traceability activity. As noted earlier, quantitative 
information was limited, and emphasis is on qualitative outcomes and user experience.

Step-change investment — Mondo Doro Smallgoods
Founded by three friends in 1995, Mondo Doro Smallgoods continues to operate  
as a family business in Western Australia making high quality European smallgoods 
using only Australian beef and pork. 

As the business has grown, it has increased its traceability capacity to meet 
its customers’ and regulators’ needs as well as to substantiate the core brand 
differentiators – Australian-grown and gluten and allergen free. 

Mondo Doro believes its current systems meet its internal operational and current 
customers’ needs. However, growth in demand for its products has the current 
staff working at over 100% capacity and looking for opportunities to further improve 
efficiencies and product safety. Therefore, even though its current systems have  
been in place for only around five years, Mondo Doro is currently in the process  
of considering implementing a new traceability initiative.

The future – investing for growth 
While the business has been challenged 
to explicitly define and estimate the 
benefits and likely cost impacts of the 
initiative from a strict traceability capacity 
perspective.

Mondo Doro has identified priority use 
cases including  risk management and 
insurance costs savings. After analysing 
these use cases Mondo Doro  intends  
to move ahead with traceability initiatives 
based on a desire to modernise the 
business, taking  advantage of improved 
information insights and  control provided 
by enhanced traceability systems.

Key lessons and insights
For Mondo Doro, implementing an 
enhanced traceability system will not 
only benefit operating efficiencies but it 
anticipates the initiative will also increase 
its sales volumes, possibly by improving 
access to new markets in the form of the 
major retailers.  It also expects to reduced 
insurance premiums through better  
risk management capacity afforded  
by traceability system modernization.

A key learning for Mondo Doro is to  
invest time into better understanding  
the full costs to the business as well  
as the benefits that an enhanced 
traceability system will provide.

INSIGHT #7

Safety, efficiency 
and regulatory 
compliance is 
the focus — not 
provenance 
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Putting foundations in place for growth  
— Kommunity Brew
Founded seven years ago by three friends, Kommunity Brew aimed to provide  
an alternative non-alcoholic beverage that appealed to the craft beer mindset.  
The founders set out with a clear goal to grow the business and invested in  
standards and processed to enable the business to develop rapidly.

Viewing kombucha as a technology, the team began developing its prototype  
product in the back of the shed. Products range from pre-biotics, traditional  
kombucha lines and kombucha starter kits through to alcoholic kombucha. 

After three years producing in an area measuring only 18 sqm, the business moved  
to larger premises measuring 500 sqm in Canning Vale. It was at this time that 
Kommunity Brew developed its own documented food safety program compliant with 
regulations and registered with GS1 Australia to obtain its own barcode number range. 

Key lessons and insights
Planning for success and growth from the start would be the simplest way of 
describing the approach that the team at Kommunity Brew took. Understanding 
production processes and the nature of the product, and the limitations this 
poses e.g., short shelf life, are key to any new start-up that plans for growth and 
increased market share, whilst not negatively impacting on its ability to produce 
quality safe product.

The team at Kommunity Brew also invested time in developing and documenting 
extensive food safety plans ensuring compliance to both HACCP and food safety 
regulations resulting in a consistently high-quality product.

By establishing processes and systems that would scale (including 
unique product IDs), the business has avoided the cost of reworking 
systems to supply higher capacity production – this takes foresight 
and planning; however, it has enabled the business to develop rapidly. 
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Leveraging new technology for a marketing edge  
— Ferngrove Wines 

Differentiating product offerings in the market through  
the innovative use of technology is not uncommon —  
but does it always work and who benefits from success?

In 2015, Ferngrove, a premium exporter of its WA wine to China and other  
countries, ventured into the high-tech world of electronic sensors to enhance  
product traceability. Ferngrove prides itself on the quality of its produce and  
believed a new system of produce authenticity was required to reward quality 
producers and eliminate counterfeiters of wine.

Working with a local solution provider and Norwegian manufacturer of thin-film 
sensors, the partnerships unveiled the industry’s first “smart wine bottle” built using 
printed electronics technology. The solution received extensive international media 
coverage  through technology forums on account of users being able  to scan the  
bottle using a mobile phone to obtain information  about the product including if  
the bottle had been opened – via  a tamper evident electronic circuit.

Christian Morlaes, Operations Manager at Ferngrove, recalled the project and said  
it showed potential for higher-value products. He said, “it never got to the stage  
of applying online in a full production environment — it did seem to work in theory”.  
It started as an experimental activity, but it ended abruptly. After technical case  
studies were published, Ferngrove received no more contact from the solution  
provider and the project did not go any further.

No cost-benefit was undertaken, and it is unclear if the solution provider or  
technology developer was primarily motivated to promote the technology  
or address the needs of the wine producer.

Key lessons and insights
The trade off between marketing benefits alongside the risk of working with  
new technologies and solution providers is highlighted by Ferngrove case study.  
The business received considerable brand exposure and recognition for being 
‘innovative’, but it is unclear if this delivered a tangible business benefit. 

This case study highlights the need to be mindful of the objectives of solution  
providers promoting their solution vs. delivering value to solution users. Most  
media coverage was about the technology — not targeted at wine consumers  
in strategic markets for Ferngrove.

INSIGHT #8

Illusive traceability 
benefits — not 
a lot of focus 
on impact 
or financial 
measurement 
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Customers focus on a quality experience  
— Bahen & Co

Just how many claims can you make about a product, how 
many certifications badges do you need on your packaging 
and, do customers really care?  

It’s a fair question — especially when your business values are firmly grounded on  
ethics and transparency principles. These are questions Jacqui and Josh Bahen, 
founders of Bahen & Co have grappled with.

From the Margaret River region, Bahen & Co makes stone-ground chocolate from  
bean to bar. The business applies a traditional approach to chocolate  making with 
attention to detail – taking a simplistic approach to respect flavour and connect  
back to the source.

Bahen & Co prides itself on boutique craftsmanship and long-term relationships with 
farmers based on principles of mutual benefit, transparency and fairness. Direct 
sourcing of cocoa beans, sugar, and nuts direct from farmers provides a compelling 
provenance story yet the chocolate makers chose to emphasise the flavour and the 
user experience over materials sourcing and other claims. 

Josh believes their discerning customers are focused on product quality rather than 
extrinsic values or product claims that are typically based on self-assessments and 
difficult for customers to verify.

With growing market demand and export destinations increasingly applying 
stringent controls and declarations, Josh can see that more regulation  
is inevitable and more advanced traceability systems will be required. 

For now, the focus is on the best possible experience for chocolate lovers around  
the world, ensuring compliance with food safety regulations and keeping true to  
the values of the business.

Key lessons and insights
Premiums for fine and boutique products may be more likely to be based on intrinsic 
qualities (in this case, flavour profile and production methods) with lesser emphasis  
on souring claims, i.e. who wants a second-grade chocolate experience?

Specific markets and customer groups are more or less discerning regarding values 
beyond price and taste, i.e. there is no single approach or package of product 
characteristics (or stories) that is likely to be right for all customers.

Traceability information is becoming more important to navigate market access 
requirements.
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Austral Fisheries case study
Companies develop capabilities over time through process 
improvements and deliberate investments to achieve specific 
business outcomes. The case study that follows shines a light 
on the traceability journey that Austral Fisheries has taken.

About Austral Fisheries
Austral Fisheries Pty Ltd (“Austral”) is Australia’s leading integrated commercial fishing 
company bringing high quality, sustainably caught seafood products to customers 
around the world for over 40 years. Austral’s fleet consists of 15 vessels ranging from 
toothfish in the south; to prawns and tropical reef fish in northern Australia.

Incorporated in 1981, Austral has established an enviable international reputation, 
winning multiple industry awards for its commitment to ocean stewardship, 
sustainability and business leadership. Its fisheries systems are certified as sustainable 
and well-managed by the Marine Stewardship Council.

In 2016, Austral Fisheries became the first seafood business in the world to be certified 
as carbon neutral; offsetting the emissions created during its operations by planting 
over 200,000 trees every year in the Yarra Yarra Biodiversity Corridor, four hours  
north of Perth.

The quest for verifiable track and trace
Tracing the origin and tracking the movement of Austral seafood through industry 
supply chains has been a long-term company quest. Up until recently, seafood industry 
traceability systems have been low-tech, dependent on manual, paper-based record-
keeping systems and reliant on operator trust. 

Reduced cost and accessibility for ruggedised technology, satellite communications 
and supporting electronics has created opportunity for operators but also increased 
regulatory oversight from government. Target species and by-catch monitoring, as  
well as operating conditions, are actively scrutinised in real-time and remotely.

The Austral Fisheries supply chain is complex with fishing vessels out at sea for 
extended periods, packed into labelled cartons, transferred to motherships for 
consolidation and unloading to cold store transport on pallets and containers. Produce 
is then road-freighted to interstate distribution facilities before dispatch to various 
markets, including national supermarket chains and retail outlets.
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From paper-based systems to digital technology 
Over the past decade, Austral has actively analysed and invested in process 
improvement and technology to meet the needs of customers and to enhance  
its operating systems. 

The scope of investigations concentrated on: 

• Accurate identification of lots 

• Providing certainty and location  
of product streams

• Confidence in stock control, and 
the elimination of transcription and 
readability errors

• Faster and more cost-effective 
identification of product

• Reduction in product loss  
and simplification of recalls

• Meeting increasing legislative 
standards for traceability in both 
domestic and export markets

• Monitor time, temperature and  
location of individual cartons  
from harvest to retail

Analysis of costs and benefits — carton identification and tracking
The analysis reviewed a number of carton labelling methods including barcodes,  
QR codes and electronic tags. The study concluded Radio Frequency Identification 
(RFID) technology offered the greatest business benefit.

This Cost Benefit Analysis found that the proposed RFID system investment of  
$185,668 at a 10% discount rate would deliver in a positive Net Present Value (NPV)  
over ten years of $436,000 before tax. This indicated that the investment would  
be financially attractive for the company.

Based on the analysis, Austral implemented RFID systems on its prawn 
fishing vessels and now has the ability to deliver accurately track  
and trace product from point of harvest to the end customer.

INSIGHT #9

Weak 
mechanisms 
exist to recognise 
reduced operating 
risk through 
traceability 
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Food safety and product recall  
— traceability return on investment 
Food safety is paramount for Austral and managing operational risk exposure levels 
is a high priority for management. Several costs drive prioritisation of managing risk, 
particularly of product withdrawals. Costs include both direct costs associated with 
withdrawn raw material product loss, as well as other direct costs associated with 
withdrawals (such as processing and packaging) and costs associated with liability 
insurance premiums. 

Lesley Leyland, GM of Quality, Safety, and People at Austral explained that the 
traceability system enhancements have been critical in delivering value in the form  
of reduced risk exposure through both enhanced batch lot resolution and smaller 
batch lot sizes.

Austral’s investment in traceability has been motivated more  
by top-line benefits, such as building their social license to operate  
and creating a positive employee culture that boasts high  
engagement and very low turnover, the investment in track  
and trace has been solidly justified to the company through  
reduced costs of potential withdrawals.

Lessons learned and implementation challenges

Some of the key lessons learned by Austral of relevance to other  
WA businesses include:

• Supply chain partners need to work together (particularly downstream actors)  
to ensure product safety, quality and provenance are maintained all the way

• Top-line benefit — a focus on sustainability does not mean sacrificing the top line, 
however it is important to understand your cost base to ensure the business does 
not become “unprofitable”

• Organisations that have implemented sustainability and ethical work practices  
have experienced employee retention benefits

INSIGHT #10

Never enough 
information — 
focusing on 
impact and 
monitoring 
effectiveness 
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Traceability insights  
and lessons from industry
So, what have we discovered about traceability and the 
journey of selected WA food and beverage manufacturers?  
What are the insights and lessons learned about business 
needs and problems at different stages of growth and 
development?

Traceability is first about people and business process 
change — not technology
While conversations with industry referred to enabling technology to support 
enhanced traceability, in almost all cases, the business focus was process change  
and impacts on people. Businesses clearly articulated their needs and challenges  
with a focus on information needed to improve the way business processes work.

Every business and entrepreneur is motivated by different interests, 
values and ambitions. Not all firms were focused on growth and 
expansion — preferring to be local and authentic. A desire to make 
things better, easier (via reduced complexity) and incurring fewer  
cost were interests that all business decision makers had in common.

Most businesses interviewed recognised the value of full supply chain visibility — 
through to the end user. However, their priority and focus were on ‘their customer’ 
being the buyer of their product. 
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Many businesses have traceability ‘building blocks’ 
without recognising them
A significant number of firms interviewed about their supply chain improvement 
activities did not recognise existing traceability capabilities or scope for improved 
supply chain visibility. Yet, these firms had established systems in place to track both 
input and output materials at a batch level. This further supports the view that there 
is confusion regarding what traceability entails. It also suggests there is considerable 
scope for business to leverage established capabilities for greater impact and benefit  
— with minimal or no capital cost.  

Traceability means different things to different people
Interviews conducted with business representatives ranged from founders to 
operations managers, administrators, and salespeople. Each applied a different  
lens on the relevance, value and meaning of traceability.

A spectrum of views was apparent spanning ‘a good feeling’ or marketing  
opportunity to a critical business requirement or regulatory burden.  

Confusion and limited understanding of what  
traceability means
Few businesses have a comprehensive understanding of what external  
traceability means or involves. Confusion was evident in some cases with firms 
believing traceability is about product provenance or a type of solution/technology  
to address product counterfeiting. Many of the people interviewed worked for firms 
with mature capabilities to support internal and external tracking including product 
recall, but did not equate this to traceability. 

All of the businesses interviewed recognised the value of product identifiers for  
internal and external traceability — even where confusion was evident regarding  
the purpose. More mature businesses servicing distributed supply chains, national 
retail networks or export markets were better informed about the value of globally 
unique product identification.
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Safety, efficiency and regulatory compliance the focus  
— not provenance claims
The investigation has highlighted some of the reasons why businesses have or  
are considering a focus on enhanced traceability. Business traceability priorities  
include food safety, regulatory compliance, and operational efficiency. Provenance 
claims were revealed as a relatively low order priority for most firms interviewed.  

Provenance and origin claims are a key element of some WA businesses  
promoting regional character and qualities considered unique to the state and  
regions — especially well-known regions like Fremantle and Margaret River.  
However, operators of some of these businesses noted that provincial reference  
can be limiting — where stock or supply of product constrains growth, and ability  
to meet the demands of  larger overseas markets.

Needs of businesses evolve over time and common 
questions are asked
The traceability journey model developed during the course of the investigation  
helps convey simple messages and visualise decision pathways and choices available 
to businesses at different stages of development. It serves to highlight common supply 
chain challenges and opportunities irrespective of business type or location. In this 
respect it is a helpful guide — enabling businesses to see themselves at one stage  
or another — asking questions and addressing challenges that are not new.

Step-changes are apparent — expanding to national  
and export markets 
There are inflection points where major step-changes are needed for business  
on their traceability journey.  

The need for traceability changes over time. Smaller businesses are likely to be  
focused on minimal compliance measures and survival. More mature businesses 
inevitably concentrate on building and protecting brand value through risk exposure 
controls and systems to support operations management. The needs of firms that 
expand to support national and global business networks are different again.

Step-changes are apparent with notable inflections around business systems  
to support internal vs. external traceability – typically because large supply chain  
partners or customers require things to be done a particular way. This can be an 
expensive and complex retrospective  change and there is value in planning for  
future  business needs to enable growth.
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Weak mechanisms exist to recognise reduced operating 
risk through traceability 
The investigation raised questions about how businesses are leveraging enhanced 
supply chain traceability and improved business risk management for financial gain.  

There is scope to negotiating reduced premiums for business interruption insurance 
based on demonstrable (and practiced) product recall — enabled by enhanced 
traceability capability.

Never enough information — focusing on impact and 
monitoring effectiveness 
Finally, there is never enough information to support improved awareness of business 
and industry needs in WA and elsewhere. The need for more comprehensive and 
objective insight on the business benefit and costs of enhanced traceability is clear.  

Illusive traceability benefits — not a lot of focus  
on impact or financial measurement 
There are significant gaps in empirical evidence to quantify business benefits  
of traceability. Economic and financial analysis has been found lacking, not just in 
Australia but also internationally. Literature reviews confirm the same and the majority 
of WA survey respondents made clear that defining business benefits is challenging. 
Notwithstanding these observations, WA businesses overall, have defined enhanced 
traceability as important, and in some cases critical. 

While business managers may not have been able to quantify business 
benefit on profit and loss budget statements, they feel compelled to 
improve processes to make operational data and outcomes more 
visible — perhaps improving product and materials traceability  
as a bi-product.



GS1 Australia
GS1 Australia is the local arm of global 
organisation GS1 AIBSL. GS1 is a neutral, 
not-for-profit organisation that develops 
and maintains the most widely used 
global standards for efficient business 
communication. GS1 standards improve 
the efficiency, safety and visibility of 
supply chains across physical and digital 
channels in 25 sectors.

Institute of Food Technologists (IFT) — 
Global Centre for Food Traceability 
The Institute of Food Technologists (IFT) 
is a Chicago-based forum for passionate 
food science professionals and food 
technologists to collaborate, learn, 
and contribute to the goal of inspiring 
and transforming collective scientific 
knowledge into innovative solutions for 
the benefit of all people around the world. 
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